INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

26 April 2019, Brussels, Belgium

WALLS AND WARS. IDENTIFYING AND QUESTIONING THE MILITARY IN CONTEMPORARY BORDER SECURITY POLICIES

PROGRAMME

9h-9h30: Welcoming and Introduction of the day, Damien Simonneau (Université Saint Louis Bruxelles)

9h30-10h30: Keynote by Anna Stavrianakis (University of Sussex)

10h30-10h45: Coffee Break

10h45-12h15: First session: Frames of war at the borders

Olga Dorokhina (Caucasus International University) – “Borderisation as a tool of warfare in grey zones”

Giulia Prell Oltramonti (Université Libre de Bruxelles) – “Transforming ceasefire lines into de facto borders through border security policies and wider securitization processes in the Caucasus”

Discussion: Mathias Delori (CNRS, Sciences Po Bordeaux)

12h15-13h30: Lunch

13h30-15h15: Second session: Police and military practices and their genealogy

Elsa Tyszler (Université Paris 8) & Shira Havkin (Sciences Po Paris) - “Ceuta & Melilla / Israel: colonial genealogies of migration policies beyond exceptionalism”

Michael Eric Lambert (INSEAD) – “The de facto borders in the Dead Sea”

Discussion: Julien Jeanesboz (Université Libre de Bruxelles)
15h15-15h30: Coffee Break

15h30-17h15: Third session: Circulation of border security practices & knowledge

Chiara LOSCHI (Centre for European Integration Research, University of Vienna) & Alessandra Russo (Sciences Po Bordeaux) – "The EU at the borders: crisis response and border management in Libya and Ukraine"

Alise DAUCHY (Université Saint Louis Bruxelles) – “Border security in Niger: Immigration as a Trojan horse”

Discussion: Polly PALLISTER-WILKINS (University of Amsterdam)

17h15-17h45: Conclusion

From 19h: Restaurant for the participants at Brasserie de la Presse, Bruxelles